
THEORETICAL LEGAL METHODOLOGICAL

how is impact measured, where can we find 

impact, which datasets are important and how 

do we investigate them

A cross cutting theme in 

observatory/participatory space where they were 

bundled or reinforced by tools and 

methodologies for self-assessment or sets of 

building blocks for policy-making and 

decision-making

tools and techniques should be a clear match 

to complement the more theoretical lines of 

approach

EVALUATOR RECOMMENDED:  from isolated work-packages to functional and coherent clusters of attention



THEORETICAL POLICY GUIDANCE DIGITAL PRAXIS

how is impact measured, where can we find 

impact, which datasets are important and how 

do we investigate them, what futures are we 

transitioning to?

IP/Policy recommendations and practice that 

apply across CHI sectors reinforced through 

research and observatory/ participatory space 

activities

tools and techniques at the level of cultural 

heritage institutions and third party interest 

groups covering practices in digital practices  

from community creation to tools and practice



THEORETICAL POLICY GUIDANCE DIGITAL PRAXIS

how is impact measured, where 

can we find impact, which 

datasets are important and how 

do we investigate them, what 

futures are we transitioning to?

IP/Policy recommendations and 

practice that apply across CHI 

sectors reinforced through research 

and observatory/ participatory 

space activities

tools and techniques at the level 

of cultural heritage institutions 

and third party interest groups 

covering practices in digital 

practices  from community 

creation to tools and practice

ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Focused on aspects that pertain 

to the digital single market. 



THEORETICAL POLICY GUIDANCE ENTREPRENEURSHIP

how is impact measured, where can we 

find impact, which datasets are important 

and how do we investigate them, what 

futures are we transitioning to?

IP/Policy recommendations and practice that 

apply across CHI sectors reinforced through 

research and observatory/ participatory space 

activities

tools and techniques at the level of cultural heritage institutions and third party interest groups covering practices in digital practices  from 

community creation to tools and practice

DIGITAL PRAXIS

Focused on aspects that pertain to the 

digital single market. 


